Abstract
Introduction
Elliptic curve cryptography (ECC), which was proposed by Miller [1] and Koblitz [2] independently, has been recommended in practical use by several standards, such as IEEE 1363 [3] . Cryptosystems based on elliptic curves [19] [20] are attractive because they use of the shorter keys than some other public key cryptosystems, which leads to higher efficiency and lower resource consumption.
Scalar multiplication is the basic and most time consuming operation in ECC. There have been many techniques for speeding up scalar multiplication [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . One way is to design faster formulae for point operations on elliptic curves, such as in [4] [11] . Another way is to recode the scalar into more sparse representations so that we do less point operations, such as NAF [7] and some double-base [14] [15] methods. Another approach is to make use of special forms of the curves and coordinates on which scalar multiplication is fast, such as Koblitz curves [6] [7] [17] [18] and binary Edwards curves over binary fields, Montgomery curves and Edwards curves [12] over prime fields. In 2008, Bernstein et al [9] proposed binary Edwards curves to speed up scalar multiplication on elliptic curves over binary fields. At Crypto 2009, Bernstein [10] presents the fastest known implementation for scalar multiplication using binary Edwards and Montgomery ladder method.
Because all the elliptic curve cryptosystems developed before the appearance of binary Edwards curve use elliptic curves in Weierstrass form, we sometimes want to convert them into birationally equivalent binary Edwards curves to improve the performance of the systems without modifying it. We need to produce many curves first, and then choose one with sparse variants that improves the most the performance of scalar multiplication. In this paper, we give an algorithm that transforms the curves into the equivalent binary Edwards curves more efficiently. The new algorithm is faster since we reduce the number of field operations. We will give a thorough analysis of the algorithms, and compare them in different environments. We will also provide simulation results of our algorithm on Magma and NTL, which are two popular public libraries of cryptography and number theory. The analysis shows that the new algorithm is 25.2% faster in different cases and platforms.
We give some basic facts first in next section. Then, we deduce the converting algorithm in section 3.
In section 4, we analyze the algorithms and compare them. We conclude in the last section.
Backgrounds
An elliptic curve E over a field K is defined by a Weierstrass equation [5] For a point P in the group, multiple of this point kP represent a scalar multiplication of P where k is an integer. When we are working over fields with even character, the non-supersingular curves are isomorphic to curves of the form E: v 2 +uv=u 3 +a 2 u 2 +a 6 . Since scalar multiplication is the most time-consuming operation in elliptic curve cryptosystems, Bernstein et al proposed inverted Edwards coordinates [11] and twisted Edwards coordinates [8] base on Edwards curves [12] to speed up the computation of scalar multiplication over prime fields.
In [9] , Bernstein et al proposed binary Edwards curves to speed up scalar multiplication over binary fields, which is defined as follows, 
An inverse map is given as follows,
The point addition law on binary Edwards curves is as follows, there are no element tÎk that satisfies t 2 +t+d 2 =0 as described in the definition of complete binary Edwards curve [9] . As a result, the complete binary Edwards curve is defined as a binary Edwards curve with Tr(d 2 )=1, where Tr is the absolute trace of F 2 n over F 2 . Bernstein et al proved that each ordinary elliptic curve over F 2 n is birationally equivalent to a complete binary Edwards curve. They also gave an algorithm that is shown in Algorithm 1 to obtain a complete binary Edwards curve
which is birationally equivalent to the corresponding curve in Weierstrass form. We propose a new algorithm with less computation complexity and compare it with Algorithm 1 in next sections.
In order to complete the converting, we also consider the computation of rationally equivalent points in the algorithms.
Algorithm 1.
Looking for a complete binary Edwards curve [9] Compute the equivalent curve 3. Else choose another d 1 .
Compute the birationally equivalent point on binary Edwards curves 4. a' 2 =d 1 2 +d 2 .
5. Solve the equation l 2 +l+a 2 +a' 2 =0. 6. x'=x, y'=lx+y. 
Compute the birationally equivalent point on ordinary curves
11. x=x'.
12.y=lx+y'.
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We analyze and deduce more details of the equivalence between binary Edwards curves and ordinary elliptic curves over fields of characteristic two in this section. According to Equation 2, if one ordinary elliptic curve over binary fields has an equivalent complete binary Edwards curve, we have 
We derive the new algorithm from next theorem. In order to get an appropriate point group with large prime order, we always construct elliptic curve cryptosystems based over F 2 n with odd n. For the integrity of the theorem, our analysis includes the situation of F 2 n with even n.
Theorem 1. Over
, which means 
12. x=x'.
13. y=lx+y'.
Analysis and Comparisons
We first analyze the time complexity of the algorithms in this section. Because the first part of Algorithm 1 is a randomized algorithm, we analyze the average computational cost of it first. In step 1 of Algorithm 1, the probability of Tr(d 1 )=Tr(a 2 )+1 is 1/2. Since d 1 is picked randomly and . Therefore, in the first part of Algorithm 1, we need to execute step 1 forth and step 2 twice on average to get an appropriate d 1 . The average cost is 7T+2S+2I+4M+1Sqrt, where T, S, I, M and Sqrt represent the computation of the element trace, squaring, multiplication, and square root over finite fields F 2 n . The costs of the second and third parts in Algorithm 1 are 8M+1I+1E and 5M+1I respectively, where E indicates solving a quadratic equation over binary fields. Now we get the total cost of Algorithm 1 is 7T+2S+4I+17M+1Sqrt+1E.
Algorithm 2 is also a randomized algorithm, and the first step needs to be calculated twice on average to get an appropriate a 2 . In step 5 of Algorithm 2, we get the cube root of an element by computing an exponentiation over F 2 n with odd n. As a result, the average computational cost of the three parts in Algorithm 2 are respectively 2T+4S+3M+2I+1E+1Sqrt+1Cubrt, 8M+1I and 5M+1I, where Cubrt means computing the cube root. At last, the cost of Algorithm 2 is 2T+4S+4I+16M+1Sqrt+1E+1Cubrt in all.
Because all practical elliptic curve cryptosystems are based on fields F 2 n with odd n, we implement the algorithms over these finite fields in this paper. Since sometimes inversion is slower than exponentiation in the applications, we compute Since there are several different field operations involved in the algorithms, we have to estimate the computational cost of these operations at first. We give a theoretical analysis of the algorithms first, and then compare them in practical applications. We take the field F 2 255 as an example. Since addition is much faster than multiplication, we estimate the cost of each operations using the speed of field multiplication and neglect the additions. In most cases, squaring is faster than multiplication because we just insert zeros between every bit and do modular operations. We assume 1S=0.8M following many applications [14] [18] [19] . As a random exponentiation a e includes 254S+127M=330.2M, we estimate other operations based on the cost of exponentiation. The computation of cube root is one exponentiation in general, and we use Exp to represent exponential to get one solution and l+1 to get the other one. The computation cost here is equal to 1/2T=0.31Exp. In this theoretical analysis, the new algorithm is 25.2% faster than the one proposed before. We also compared the algorithms using two different platforms: Magma online and NTL 5.4.2. We execute our simulation on Thinkpad T500(Intel Core 2 Duo CPU P8800, 4G SDRAM DDR3 1066MHZ)+Windows 7. The field size is F 2 255 in our experiment. The costs of different operations are shown in Table 1 . We take these two typical systems as examples because there are some interesting features of these two systems. For example, there are is no efficient functions in Magma and NTL to solve a quadratic equation over binary fields. In NTL, the inversion is very fast comparing multiplication, which is totally different in Magma. Note that Trace in NTL is extremely fast comparing multiplication, while square root is much faster in Magma than in NTL. Moreover, solving the quadratic equation seems slow comparing with the multiplication. There are more time spent on calling functions and evaluating variables. Therefore we used the existing functions as much as we could to increase the efficiency of the algorithms.
We simulate the algorithms on Magma online and NTL 5.4.2 respectively. We implement the operations of computing the cube root and solving quadratic equations. Note that computing the cube root and solving quadratic equation is done in one step. Algorithm 2 is 3.0% faster than Algorithm 1 on Magma online. The improvement is 2.6% on NTL. The improvement here is reduced because the existence functions for field operations are faster than the functions we develop secondarily. There is more time spent on function calling, variables evaluating, variables checking, etc. But if we implement all the field operations by ourselves except multiplication and squaring, the time of Trace becomes 182.3´10 -3 ms and 4224.5´10 -3 ms on Magma and NTL. The improvements become into 23.3% and 16.6% according to the new implementations. We summarize the result of the simulation in Table 2 . 
Conclusions
In this paper, we analyzed the equivalence between ordinary elliptic curves and binary Edwards curves. We proposed a new efficient algorithm for converting elliptic curves in Weierstrass form into binary Edwards form. We also provide a theoretical analysis that shows that our algorithm is 25.2% faster than other algorithms in the literature. We also reported the performance of the proposed algorithm in different environments and different platforms, and its variance based on using existing or newly developed functions. 
